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COMMUNITY RELEVANT CULTURAL IMMERSIONS
CURRICULUM-ALIGNED, INTEGRATED, DIFFERENTIATED
TEACHER TRAINING, SUPPORT & COACHING

FROM DREAMTIME TO CURRENT DAY & BEYOND

KURA YEYE BOORDA

CONNECTING CULTURE

TO SHAPE OUR FUTURE

Creating a connected world powered by
intercultural understanding, open inquiry,
technology & two-way learning

KAARTDIJIN  BIDI - BLENDED CULTURE & STEAM LEARNING PATHWAY
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IT ALL STARTS WITH CONNECTION

SONGLINES ARE YOUR PATH FORWARD

CONNECTING 
THE DOTS 

When Sharon Wood-Kenney and Gry Stene met, they soon realised that by
combining their programs, they had a unique approach for sharing knowledge
(KAARTDIJIN) and preparing for the future (BOORDA). 

By embedding cultural awareness into STEAM / future skills learning we can break
down barriers and create a future where we celebrate differences and everyone feels
welcome, valued and inspired in a world that is underpinned by technology. To do this
we must all sit and listen deeply (NIH) to land, to people and come together as one. 

Our learning journey (KAARTDIJIN BIDI) starts at dreamtime (KURA) with the traditional
custodians of country across Australia, absorbing the culture and perspectives of ALL
Australians along the way at present (YEYE) to co-create a future (BOORDA) of
opportunity and belonging. A world where the creators of technology are representative
of the community they serve. 



THE CHALLENGE

Imagine a world where everyone feels welcome, valued & inspired
A world where we celebrate differences, value culture and connection, and the
creators of technology are representative of the community we serve.

This program inspires interest in STEM, STEAM and technologies by developing
cultural awareness, intercultural understanding and observing the world through a
cultural lens to bring in all aspects of past, present and emerging culture. 

The program can be tailored for any school, age or group, and is ideal for schools
that are about to embark on cultural awareness or STEAM education journeys.
Can be run in class or as after or before school programs.

Are your students inspired and ready for a digital world?
Many young people today feel overwhelmed and alienated when they think about
their future and work. Some struggle to see the relevance and importance of
STEM, STEAM or ICT subjects to them, their family and their community. This is
exacerbated by the lack of cultural awareness in the learning environments and
can lead to them losing interest or dropping out of subjects that we know are
essential for any job, right now (YEYE) and in the future (BOORDA).

not enough time to explore and find appropriate resources & programs
don't feel they have the right skills and support to teach STEM / STEAM / ICT
limited or no access to mentors & peers to upskill or side-skill
struggle to incorporate culture into skills of the future

Do your educators have the resources & support they need?
Many teachers feel ill equipped for delivering STEM, STEAM or ICT learning that
delivers positive outcomes for students and the school.
  
Some of the key challenges they face:

CREATING REAL
CONNECTION

YOUTH 
AGENCY

TEACHER
SUPPORT



Training for teachers and school leadership on cultural awareness and program

1 x Cultural Immersion for students and teachers to develop cultural awareness that
can shape solutions in a digital world (2 hours - half day)
6 x Guided activities underpinned by design thinking (1-2 hours each)
6 x Online Teacher drop-ins with group coaching & mentoring (1 hour each)
1 x Half-way program check in for students and teachers (1 hour)
1 x Project showcase event (2 hours)

Online instructions and resources to support program delivery
Curriculum mapping template with recommendations for year groups
Annual event to showcase collaborative projects across schools

We work with your teachers to tailor the programs for your school and personalise the
experience for each student. The program includes:

Preparation:

Sample 8 session program 

Other resources / activities:

Can be teacher led or facilitated by program creators and tailored for any duration.

This program injects Cultural Immersions by South West Kinships into the STEAMpunk
Adventures framework by STEAM Engine Global, creating a wonderful environment for
inspiring youth to develop research skills, learn about history, engage in collaboration,
and gain other essential skills for 21st century learning. We build new skills, confidence,
shared language, collaborative relationships and entrepreneurial mindsets. 

By integrating cultural awareness and guiding participants through a Design Thinking
process, we provide integrated, differentiated learning that is aligned with curriculum
without the extra work. The guided journey from dreamtime to current day and beyond
absorbs the perspectives and cultures of all Australians. We learn how to apply skills
such as storytelling, connection to country and intercultural understanding to explore
real-world problems in a digital world. Students will create a “future product” using
culture, technology and STEAM to showcase their design and teamwork. 

WHAT YOU GET

OVERVIEW

TAILORED 
FOR YOU
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ABOUT STEAM ENGINE GLOBAL

STEAM Engine Global is a social enterprise that bridges the gap, creates career
pathways, and builds inclusive, innovative cultures. With our partners, we design and
deliver interactive, community relevant learning programs based on design thinking to
inspire and empower people who are underrepresented in tech roles & organisations
to discover their potential in a digital world. This program extends our flagship youth
engagement program (YEP!), STEAMpunk Adventures, by injecting a cultural lens to
help solve real world problems. The programs are underpinned by design thinking and
uses the STEAMpunk movement as a backdrop for developing essential skills,
confidence, language, relationships and mindsets for a digital reality. 

Founder, Gry Stene, is an award-winning thought
leader in digital transformation and product
management, with a passion for creating inclusive
cultures where people feel they belong and thrive.
With over 30 years in the tech industry, she is
particularly disturbed by the slow pace the industry
is adopting diversity and inclusion, which is the
reason that she set up STEAM Engine Global. She
has made it her mission to identify, inspire and
empower people who are underrepresented in
tech to discover their superpower and have a go.

As a woman from a culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) background working in in
predominantly male industry, Gry has a deep understanding of the challenges associated
with intersectionality and cultural differences. Her motto is to 'celebrate differences' and she
she often quoted saying 'a different kind of normal' to help normalise that we are all different
and that we must work together to create a better world.

When Gry met Sharon and learnt about her inclusive approach to cultural awareness,
bringing in all cultures, she was convinced it was a match made in heaven. The two of them
set about pulling together this unique program that sees the best of culture, history, skills of
the current day and the future in a fun and engaging environment.

https://steamengine.global/steampunk-adventures-school-programs/


With strong ties in both the Indigenous and other communities, Sharon is intent on creating
opportunities for all disadvantaged children, families, and individuals. 

Sharon believes that if we are writing the dreamtime stories of the future, we must all sit and
listen deeply to land, to people and come together as one. When Sharon and Gry started
yarning about culture, similarities and differences, and how this all links to a world that is
underpinned by technology, Sharon started seeing how this could all be woven together into
the dreamtime stories of the future.

Sharon was inducted to the WA Women’s Hall of Fame in 2020.

ABOUT SOUTH WEST KINSHIPS

South West Kinships is a social enterprise that builds on the foundation of Djinda
Bridiya Wellbeing Australian Aboriginal Cooperation (AAC). It was set up by well-
respected, award-winning community leader, Sharon Wood-Kenney, as a social
enterprise to be more agile in bringing about positive social change. Our flagship
Cultural Immersions program respectfully brings people on a journey of positive
change together, with the aim of co-designing immediate, real, and positive social
impact, to strengthen the community. It extends the learning experience and injects
intercultural understanding as a foundation for a connected technological world.

Sharon is a proud Noongar Yamatji woman with
family ties across Whadjuk Country. She is a highly
sought after agent for systems change and guest
speaker on finding ways for living ones best life with
inclusive philosophies. A strong advocate for tough
conversations on disruption thinking, challenging
non-functioning systems and cross-cultural
awareness, Sharon brings people together and with a
strong leadership style, working through a complex
cultural lens with a scope beyond many. 
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PROGRAM BY SHARON WOOD-KENNEY & GRY STENE REPRESENTING

Noongar - English 

Culture & STEAM Kaarditjin Bidi (Learning pathway)

Kaya 

Wandjoo

Boorlooo

Boodja

Kaartdijin

Bidi 

Kura

Yeye

Boorda

Yira 

Djinda

Nih / ni

Waangkiny

Koorliny

Derbal Yiragan

Koorlingay

Boorda Waang

Hello

Welcome

Perth

Country

Learning, Culture, Connection

Journey, Pathway

From the past - dreamtime

Now, Today

Future

Up

Star

Listen deeply

Talking

Together

Swan River

Children

Talk Later
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This program was created on Noongar land as recognised by language and connection.
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Web page: https://steamengine.global/culture-steam/
Email: CultureSTEAM@steamengine.global
Phone Gry: 0414 322 215
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